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COED CALENDAR 
Nov. 2-4, 8:00 - "Our Town," Little 
Theater Workshop. 
Nov. 3, 8:00-Ail-College Dance, Great 
Hall. 
8 :00- Band Barn Dance, Engineering 
Exhibit Hall. 
Nov. 4-Iowa State vs. Oklahoma at 
Norman. 
8:00- Engineers' Carnival and Dance, 
Union. 
8:00-Ward System Fireside, MacKay. 
Nov. 5, 8:00- Newman Club Sunday 
Night Supper, Pine Room . 
Nov. 6 - 7, 8:00- Don Cossack Male 
Chorus Concert, Gym. 
Nov. 10, 7:00- Ward System Fireside, 
Oak Recreation Room . 
8:00-Newman Club Dance, Roberts 
Recreation Room. 
8:00-All-College Dance, Great Hall. 
Nov. 11- Iowa State vs. Marquette at 
Milwaukee. 
8:00 - Hort-Foresters Dance, Union 
(semiformal) . 
8:00- Ward System Game Party, Oak 
Recreation Room. 
Nov. 12, 3:00 - President's R eception 
for Juniors, The Knoll. 
7:45-All-College Vespers, Great Hall. 
Nov.14,6:00- A.A.U.W. Dinner, Union. 
Nov. 15, 8:00- Ail-College Dance, Great 
Hall. 
8:00- Ward System Fireside, MacKay. 
1 ov. 18- Parents' Day. 
2:00-Iowa State vs. Kansas State at 
Ames. 
8:00-Home Economics Ball , Union. 
8:00- Tau Kappa Epsilon Dance, 
MacKay. 
Nov. 22-23, 4:00- Lecture by Prince 
Loewenstein, Ag Assembly. 
Nov. 24, 8:00-Ward System Fireside, 
MacKay. 
8:00-All-College Dance, Great Hall. 
Nov. 25, 8:00-Press Promenade, Union 
8:00-Beta Theta Pi Dance, MacKay. 
Nov. 26, 7:45- All-College Vespers, 
Great Hall. 
Nov. 29- Thanksgiving Vacation Be-
gins. 
Dec. 1- lowa State vs. Simpson (basket-
ball) at Ames. 
Dec. 4-Back to School. 
Iowa State vs. Morningside at Sioux 
City. 
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We dedicate this 1ssue to 
TURKEY time in '39 spells double duty to many a family cook. 'Twill be a rare opportunity for cooks 
who love the ancient art-for who would fail to appre-
ciate the efforts of a connoisseur of food on two great 
feast days, only a week apart? 
And so we muse on what awaits us: there's bound to 
be a kingly bird, golden bronze and moist with re-
peated bastings; and oyster dressing with a flavor of 
sage, drowning in giblet gravy; brussel sprouts in the 
old silver serving dish, melting their butter garnish; 
we'll have rolls so fresh from the oven that they're too 
hot to break, and later pumpkin pie snowed under 
with whipped cream. 
And we wonder: if Mother knew about vitamins 
when we were younger, and why we don't have Rickets, 
every one; if we ought to revolutionize Thanksgiving 
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dinner by suggesting papaya juice cocktail; if we could 
find a Filipino boy cook like Joe at the Hall 's in Kansas 
City, who scooped a loaf of pumpernickel clean with 
one stroke and re-filled it with pie-shaped sandwiches 
made from the scoopings; if perhaps we should take 
home some cheese from the dairy building to impress 
Dad with the versatility of this 'ere school. 
Yes, November is the month of cooks and cuisine-
for who can deny that the Pilgrim Fathers really 
started something when they made feasting practically 
synonymous with giving thanks for the good things 
with which we are blessed? 
May your Thanksgiving vacation provide you with 
ample time to recuperate from over-indulgence in the 
delicacies of the kitchen! 
-by the editor 
I 
Witl1 an Eye to a Job 
.Jane Helser, assistant 
dietitian at the Pur-
due Memm·ial Union 
since Septembe1·, sends 
a tijJ to the under-
graduate. 
D O YOU want a job after you graduate? Perhaps you think us a bit previous, but any of those who 
have so recently tracked down job scents will tell you 
that you can't start too soon to get ready for your 
career. 
The whole purpose of this early-b;rd sermon is to 
impress upon you the importance of being someone 
worth employing after you walk self-consciously across 
the graduation platform. You may think that once you 
have a degree, jobs just fall in your lap. All right-you 
have a degree, but so have thousands of other college 
students and the number of graduates increases yearly. 
Almost any employer can find "a college graduate" 
without any trouble, but he's going to pay more and 
look longer for that diploma winner who has a little 
something extra to offer. 
During the senior year it is customary for students 
to ask faculty members for letters of recommendation 
which can be presented to future employers. Because 
they have their reputations to maintain, it would be 
impossible for them to write false testimonials- build-
ing you up as the catch of the class- unless you merited 
such words of praise. They have to have something to 
recommend. 
Your initial move should be to get acquainted with 
the faculty members as quickly as possible, especially 
those in your own department, after you've selected 
your major. You'll want to shy away from the teas or 
dinner parties when your dormitory entertains faculty 
members, but if you do, you'll be missing a plain and 
simple opportunity. 
As for the faculty in your department-they're your 
professional associates. They're willing and anxious to 
have you be a credit to their instruction, but how can 
they do their part for you if you don't meet them in the 
middle by trying to get acquainted? 
Now that you've met everyone and feel quite at 
home, let's look into the grade book. Are you going to 
be a good student-or content just to get by? We know 
you hear a lot about grades not mattering in the long 
run-that the employer is interested in your person-
ality and potentialities. 
That's right, he is, but he's also interested in your 
ability to do a good job of whatever you tackle. While 
you're in school that's your vocation, and the record 
you make in this work goes down on the personnel 
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You'll need more than a 
diploma to get one) says jane Helser 
sheet for anyone to see who's been impressed enough 
by your personal interview or application to delve 
further into the matter. 
Some of you will and some of you won't be activities 
women. Some of us aren't built to be presidents and 
"pull strings," but we all like to have friends and work 
with them on some project of mutual interest. There's 
where the real value of collegiate activities enters the 
scene. Some of your closest friends will be found in 
your activities. Here you'll get a chance to practice 
this "getting along with others" we hear so much 
about. 
Of course it had to crop out sooner or later and here 
it is-Experience. Since you have to start getting it 
some time, it might as well be now-or at least during 
summer vacations. It's not a bad idea to try getting a 
summer job along some line which is pertinent to your 
major. You get a chance to try it out-see if you'll be 
happy working in that field and learn some of the 
groundwork. Many of these temporary jobs develop 
into something permanent after graduation; then 
some of your apprentice work is done. 
There are several pointers which aren't vitally im-
portant, but which add up in the sum total of your 
preparedness. Often you'll get an opportunity to meet 
some visiting lecturer or person outstanding in your 
own or allied fields. You can gain a lot by talking to 
these people- learning their viewpoints and standards. 
You might even interview some of them in their offices 
if you happen to be going through the city where 
they're located. 
Please save your class notes-you've all heard that 
ancient one about the student who lost his college 
education when he lost his notebook, but you won 't 
remember half of the technical information you once 
studied. Many girls have professional files where they 
keep class notes, articles, pamphlets and the like, 
alphabetized. 
Check up on yourself honestly from time to time to 
be sure you're shaping yourself and your education 
into a tangible substance that can be truthfully and 
wholehearted! y r ecommended. 
November, I9J9 
From investigation Elizabeth Davis finds 
precaution helps displace tedious cleaning 
A S SHE brings out her best silver platter to bedeck the Thanksgiving table, the homemaker frowns 
again at the dull tarnish which has collected. Isn't 
there some way science can assist the polish jar in 
keeping metal tableware well-groomed? 
To answer this question completely, at least a year 
of concentrated research would be required. It is true, 
however, that proper care and a knowledge of the 
effects of certain foods and conditions will help the 
homemaker in maintaining spic and span dishes. 
Pewterware, an American favorite since Colonial 
days, is fashionable again in new designs and modern 
stocks of tableware. However, considerable care is re-
quired to keep pewter in good condition for it tar-
nishes readily and needs frequent polishing. Easily 
scratched, it may be ruined by injudicious cleaning. A 
daily dusting and frequent bath in warm, soapy water 
are much more satisfactory and will keep it in fine 
condition. 
Pewter is a soft metal and, like fur, should be rubbed 
the right way, which is round and round-never up 
and down. Pewter also is subject to dents and 
breakage and cannot withstand a high degree of heat. 
Therefore, care should be taken in serving very hot 
dishes or foods which hold the heat for long periods 
of time on pewterware. 
Silver, a precious metal used as tableware for h is-
toric centuries, is not affected by moisture, dryness, 
alkalies or vegetable acids. Sulphur is destructive to 
silver; hence, woolens, flannels or any cloth that has 
been bleached, presumably by sulphur, has no place 
around silver either for wrapping or cleaning. 
Because of its appearance and the fact that it is an 
excellent conductor of heat, a copper teakettle is one 
of the choicest of kitchen utensils. Copper remains 
bright in dry air and pure water; 
when exposed to damp air, how-
ever, it turns a reddish,brown due 
to the formation of oxide, and on 
Ion?: exposure a green substance, 
verdigris, is formed. 
To remove this greenish deposit 
from copper, use a weak ammonia 
solution. Half a lemon dipped in 
salt or even a lemon from which 
juice has been extracted will also 
clean copper. 
If food is cooked in a tarnished 
copper saucepan, the organic acids 
will react with the oxide forming 
soluble salts which are poisonous. 
It is, therefore, not only desirable 
for appearances' sake but also es-
sential to the safety of the family's 
health that copper dishes used for 
cooking and serving be highly pol-
ished, a process in which our grand-
mothers took great pride; their 
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granddaughters finding such care often too laborious 
have left the copper kettles of the eighteenth century 
for the antique dealers. 
Chromium, a hard steel-grey metal, is never used 
in its pure form. However, it is one of the most valu-
able of plating metals because of its hardness, resis-
tance to high temperature, imperviousness to most 
acids and salt spray. It can be plated on iron, steel, 
copper and brass, and the resulting product is the 
hardest substance known, other than the diamond, 
and it appears attractive in modern serving dishes. 
Stainless steel, valued as a material for knife blades, 
which is resistant to acids found in foods is produced 
by alloying steel with 15 percent chromium. Chro-
mium plated appliances, because of their resistance, 
require no special care. 
Nickel, inconspicuous metal, makes a good coating 
for other metals because of its resistance to rusting. 
Alone, it is a hard, white metal with a slight yellow 
tint. It takes a high polish, resists many chemicals and 
doesn't readily tarnish; however, on the whole it is not 
as desirable as chromium plating. 
Nickel may be cleaned with hot soap suds and wiped 
dry. Never use an abrasjve for it will scratch, nor do 
not allow salt solutions to stand on nickel. When 
stained, polish with a commercial nickel paste which 
is allowed to dry before rubbing. 
Enamelware should be treated as glassware, since it 
is a metal base fused with layers of glass. The better 
grades of enamelware have more layers than the 
cheaper ones. There is little action between the glass 
and compounds in foods. Care must be taken lest the 
glass surface break off or chip, although it is probably 
more unpleasant than dangerous to find a chip of 
enamel in food. 
3 
Generosity With c£pice:s. Produces Flavor 
Eleanor White finds seasonings in the 
lives of ancient Romans and moderns 
V ARIETY is the spice of life, yes, indeed, _and variety in spices is one thing that every good 
homemaker insists upon. Yet, who would think that 
pepper, allspice, tumeric, vanilla, cardamon, cloves, 
cinnamon, garlic, mustard and saffron, only to mention 
a few of the 157 varieties, have historical backgrounds 
that would satisfy anyone's appetite for romanticism? 
Pepper, the most ancient of this noble family, once 
ranked with gold in value. When Alaric the Goth 
captured Rome in 408 A.D. he demanded 5,000 pounds 
of gold and 3,000 pounds of pepper in ransom. 
Imagine "be-tunicked" tax collecters scouring the 
country for unpaid pepper, for at this time both rent 
and taxes were settled with pepper. 
They may not realize it, but John L. Lewis and 
Harry Green have pepper to thank for their present 
positions. The first labor union ever to be formed 
was the "Guild of Peppers," founded in England in 
1154. 
A treasure before and during Cleopatra's time and 
sought by history's most daring Vasco Da Gama, 
pepper topped the list of luxuries for several hundred 
years, gracing royal tables at only the most regal 
functions. But, since the 18th century, pepper has 
suffered a terrific downfall. Its days with gold are 
gone forever. Today pepper goes to make our dogs 
and tamales hot! 
Pepper is a product of the tropical Piper nigrum 
plant of Java and Sumatra, but the United States is 
the biggest pepper consumi~g country in the world. 
It is popular with the homemaker not only because of 
its taste, but also because of its keeping ability. It does 
not shrink nor deteriorate and is never attacked by 
insects. 
Would you ever dream that the source of one of 
the most used spices was the dried unripe fruit of a 
beautiful evergreen tree? The spice that most people 
believe to be a mixture of every other spice has just 
this source. The name allspice was given because of its 
likeness in odor and taste to a mixture of cinnamon, 
cloves and nutmeg. 
Imported from the West Indies into Europe about 
1601, allspice, also known as pimento and Jamaica 
pepper, was first used as a substitute for cardamon. 
The saplings of the pimento are excellent for walking 
and umbrella sticks. At one time the allspice industry 
was seriously threatened when the pimento saplings 
were being cut down in great quantities and made into 
canes. 
Picture a street cleaner pushing his cart, picking up 
papers in one hand and shaking nutmeg onto the 
street with the other. The first mention we have of 
this spice is in 1195 when it was a~tually used to fumi-
gate the streets. Nutmeg was very costly in those days, 
and it was used as a sanitary measure only when some 
high personage came to town. Then it was strewn 
about the streets and burned in piles at the inter-
sections. At that time, also, nutmeg was recommended 
as a cure for insomnia. 
As the name spice includes all aromatic vegetable 
products used in flavoring foods and drinks, our 
bottle of vanilla, though we may never have thought 
of it as such, is really a spice. Long before the dis-
covery of America it was used by the Aztecs to flavor 
chocolate. Introduced into Europe about 1510, it was 
used as a perfume several centuries before its culinary 
value was appreciated. 
It was not until 1876 that the artificial means of 
producing it was discovered. A man by the name of 
Tiemann found that he could produce this same 
flavor from a glucoside he found in the sapwood of 
certain pine trees. An equal amount of this artificial 
vanillin can be purchased for about one thirtieth the 
cost of the natural vanilla. 
The vanilla fruit is the product of a climbing orchid. 
You probably never associated your orchid corsage 
with a bottle of vanilla. 
Another flower, the. lily, has in its family a source of 
spice. But sit tight and prepare yourself for a shock. 
The spice of the lily family, believe it or not, is none 
other than that season ing of seasonings, garlic! Its 
true origin has never bee.n known. 
Saffron, used in ancient times by the Egyptians in 
all religious ceremonies, by the Greeks as a lotion for 
making their hair yellow and by the Babylonians as a 
perfume and cosmetic, is rarely used today. It has a 
punl-!·ent flavor and could be used to advantage in many 
a dish. The Spanish use it in their trim Spanish rice, 
but its existence is not appreciated as it should be. 
The quantity of spice that centuries ago mig-ht have 
caused a world war, can today be bought for fifty cents, 
a year's supply of whole black peppers, thyme, baylea£, 
sag-e, clove, nutmeg, cinnamon, marioran and mustard. 
\Vith such a supply, what homemaker could help but 
enjoy blending spices to produce pleasing dishes? 
The so-called "good cook" need never fear trying new 
spice mixtures. The only little saying to remember 
when using spices is "fine seasonings accent but never 
dominate the flavor of the original food. " 
November, I9J9 
From pioneer days) Nancy Fifield brings 
time-worn recipes and food customs 
~TREAMLINING-the one word which seems to 
(J cover all modern trends, but had you ever thought 
of it in connection with today's reCipes? Modern 
recipes have become so shortened and concise that 
masters in the art of cooking of 100 years ago would 
ponder long over them. 
Likewise old recipes seem queer and hard-to-use to 
the modern homemaker. Old recipes were long, being 
filled with many unnecessary adjectives and phrases. 
Found in an old file was this recipe for cheese cakes: 
"Take twelve quarts of Milk warm from the Cow, turn 
it with a good spoonful of Runnet. Break it well, and 
put it into a large strainer, in which rowl it up and 
down, that all the ·whey may run out into a little tub; 
when all that will run out, wring out more. 
"Then break the curds well; then wring it again, 
and more whey will come. Thus break and wring till 
no more come. Then work the curds exceedingly with 
your hand in a tray, till they become a short uniform 
paste. Then put together the yolks of eight new-laid 
Eggs, and two whites, and a pound of butter. 
"Work all this long together. In the long working 
(at the several times) consisteth the making them 
good. Then season them to your taste with sugar finely 
beaten; and pat in some Cloves and Mace in a subtle 
powder. Then lay in thick Coffins of fine paste and 
bake them." 
Modern methods indeed have had a vital part in 
the shortening of the recipe. Among these methods is 
the standardization of measurements, which are de-
cidedly more accurate than in the days of "butter the 
size of an egg" measurements. Today's utensils, need-
less to say, are greatly improved. 
Science has come a long way in the preservation of 
foods, thus making possible the exchange of produce 
over long distances. Before the vogue of food preser-
vation and extensive food exchange, the art of cooking 
included the production of the ingredients as well as 
the mixing of them. 
The foods the modern housewife prepares do not 
differ greatly from those her grandmother, great-grand-
mother and so on down through the generations set on 
the table before their families. They are heirlooms 
handed down through the years with perhaps a little 
more finish, for moderns have time to give more 
thought to achieving that end than did the home-
makers of several generations back. 
In Iowa 100 years ago wild turkeys and prairie 
chickens were abundant, and it was not uncommon to 
go to the meal table and find .deer meat. During the 
winter venison, beef and other meats were dried near 
the fireplace to be used in the summer time. 
Among the pastry products cream pies, "crumby" 
pumpkin, green tomato, ground cherry and vinegar 
pie are heirlooms handed down from years back. 
Vinegar pie was an ancestral favorite. 
The vinegar was made at home from the vinegar 
plant, which had been brought with the earlier settlers 
from the East. A pioneer woman in telling about the 
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making of this vinegar says, "Rain water and the late 
runs of maple-sap which became stringy were used for 
vinegar-liquor, and this was enriched by sugar-pot 
scrapings, sorghum settlings, 'worked' preserves and 
discolored honey. In this congenial bath the vinegar 
plant grew thick and tough and covered the upper 
surface of the sap." To make the pie this sweetened 
vinegar was thickened with flour. 
Wild honey was common in the pioneer days. It was 
found in hollow trees along the streams. In the 
southern part of Iowa, a trail was once made by "bee 
hunters"-people who valued the honey; locating a 
bee-tree was truly an adventure. A smooth surfaced 
stump was smeared with honey and a bee-bread 
smudge was started. The odor of the smudge would 
attract the bees. When filled with honey they would 
make a bee-line to their storehouse. The hunters 
trailed the bees and took the honey from the trees or 
else marked them as a future source of honey. 
Other sweets of the day included maple sugar which 
could be had for the taking and later sorghum and 
sugar cane. The two latter products were not as easily 
obtained as the first for it took hours of labor to get the 
desired light brown residue. 
In general, Sunday dinners were nothing like our 
present Sunday meals, for all the ordinary activities 
were set aside on this holy day. Tea or coffee might 
have been served but aside from these hot drinks all 
other food was cold-cold rice, cold baked apples with 
lots of milk and cream, large slices of bread and butter, 
cheese and meat might be found on our forefathers' 
Sunday menu. 
In sharp contrast to this severity were the wedding 
feasts of their day. The wedding dinner of an early 
Iowa bride included two turkeys, pound cake, fruit, 
pickles and mince pie. 
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Massive Jewelry Glitters on the Q'Ceyel 
NO LONGER a bewildered new-comer to the cam-pus but now an active participant in many college 
activities, Sally still finds time to check up on her all-
important wardrobe. She knows that this is the first 
step toward popularity. 
From war-torn Europe come our early winter shades 
under the heading of "camouflage colors" such as the 
grayed tones of blue, green, rose, taupe and a few 
bright shades like gunfire red, hot orange and north-
easter' blue. Hoods are casually thrown over the 
shoulder to carry gas masks "over-there" but serve 
equally well as a bookbag on the college campus. 
Clasps and pins contain tiny blue-bulb flashlights for 
" black-outs" which will undoubtedly start a new fad 
in America. 
Gaining rapidly in popularity are the one-color 
costume outfits with wine and dull bluish-green 
(equivalent to the teal blue of last spring) leading the 
field. Hat, shoes, bag-the whole outfit is in one color. 
Having heard of the new Chinese jewelry that is fast 
gaining popularity, Sally steals an afternoon off from 
studying to investigate. "Must-be's" to every costume 
are tier upon tier of bracelets binding the arm up to 
the elbow, tremendous (and we do mean tremendous) 
earrings and necklaces that are actually gigantic bibs. 
Jewelry is mainly featured in heavy gold and silver but 
other metals, wood, stone and shells are still promi-
nently shown. Everything is worn lavishly. Very smart 
are coral and pearls or silvery bullion balls on black 
velvet. 
The dull,cloudy, bluish-white moonstones that have 
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fur-trim and pompoms, smartly 
shined unnoticed in old jewel boxes are now receiving 
attention in jewerly-conscious styles. These trans-
lucent stones, a strong contrast to sparkling jewels, are 
being set in bulky bracelets and massive neck ware-to 
say nothing of clips and rings which they adorn. 
Dashing here and there Sally couldn't help but 
notice the new matchmates, hoods and ever so popular 
cardigans of full-fashioned cashmere, grosgrain-bound 
and worn with six gore skirts in basket weave woolens. 
Gabardine jackets with scarlet lined hoods make an 
impatient bid for popularity, shirt-waist dresses in light 
woolens, skirts with twin-sweater sets plus knitted 
turbans to match and corduroys dash off to class-and 
back again to meet pals for a "coke" date. 
To be in the ultra-smart set stepping off to church on 
Sunday mornings your costume must be black with 
shoes and bag of sable brown. Black is still the favorite, 
with brown running a close second and the combina-
tion is the latest in color tones. 
For her dinner date Sally finds a black rayon crepe 
with jacket and a rayon satin top to be the thing. With 
it she will wear a felt pill-box, a quill in the back or 
perhaps an ostrich plume, and carry a French brocaded 
bag on a jewel-studded, hand-wrought frame. Her 
gloves are long this winter, up to the elbows at least. 
Emphasizing the wasp waist (whether you like it or 
not) is a dress in thin wool with separate capelet, or a 
wool braid embroidered bolero jacket. Wool jacket 
dresses in the new fall colors of moss green and wild 
aster will please the most critical eye. Simple brown 
crepe frocks trimmed with a satin bustle sash (that is 
removable), velveteen 
with lace colors in sailor 
style, sheer wools with a 
tucked detail in the 
bodice and dressy al-
pacas are seen at firesides 
and informal dances. 
Sally found the new 
three-piece sport suits, 
jacket, skirt and mono-
grammed blouse, just 
the thing for that last 
football game. Included 
in the nine - to - four 
clothes are the casual 
tweeds, simply styled 
dresses in wool and 
crepe and the longer 
jacket dresses. 
Fur every place - on . 
your coat, hat and even 
Velvet, enhanced by grand-
mother's bustle or ribbon-
satin stripes, gives your ward-
robe soft sleekness. 
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;/2;;.tef;;. of Sally's Wardrobe 
find bustles and bodices) 
accenting a wasp-waisted silhouette 
shoes. For the coed, raccoon still remains the most 
popular fur, made boxy style, center closing and large 
open sleeves. Small furs are coming into their own, as 
they are seen trimming jackets and scarfs. Your hat 
must match your fur coat. Tiny fur hats of all kinds 
are combined with velvet, ribbon or felt and found 
under the name of "beaconlight," "doughnut," 
"scuttle" and "pillbox." 
Coats are furbordered frequently with silver fox, 
mink and Persian lamb. Some coats have fur applied 
to the entire skirt or just the front panel. And you 
must carry a matching muff. 
Something new are the triple-breasted coats and 
suits with front or back fullness. Reefers and the little-
boy type of boxy coat are still popular. Untrimmed 
princess style dress coats, pleated, are ever a favorite. 
Coats made of warm woolens with silk lined hoods to 
prevent mussed hair will be seen scurrying across the 
campus. 
Fur bows or pompoms for the classic pumps are of 
leopard, broadtail and silver fox. Other pumps are 
seen in alligator or the suede-alligator combination. 
Some dressed-up novelty pumps are on the market. 
Square toed shoes, practical moccasins, wedge sport 
shoes and the new half-way heel shoes will go on 
record as best-sellers. A few open toes are still seen for 
afternoon, dinner and informal evening wear . . Making 
a bid for popularity are the ultra-new toboggan shoes 
-so-called because the soles curl up over the toes look-
ing ever so much like an honest-to-goodness toboggan. 
Styled for dinner are long sleeved dresses of rayon 
and silk jersey with bib necklaces. For your first 
formal this season try an evening gown of white 
mousseline de soie draped on classic lines with thick 
silver embroidery on the shoulders or a golden bronze 
rayon moire that highlights short sleeves and covered 
shoulders. 
Warp-printed floral taffetas (blue and red on white), 
stiff satin in lipstick red or lustrous slipper or duchess 
satin in royal blue or parrot green will cause more 
than one admirer to give you a second glance. Back 
fullness, giving a modified bustle effect and wide-
spreading full skirts often attached to a low basque 
line, will be a popular style. 
For your wrap comes white bengaline stiffened at the 
hips plus hoops at the hemline. Also there is tweed 
with a velvet lined hood or perhaps a plain untrimmed 
velvet cape. Short "riding coats" of red flannel 
trimmed with black velvet, or a jersey jacket in a dull 
rose reversible wool and silver metal are new ideas. 
Gloved hands show sixteen brass buttons to be fastened 
with the long-unused button hook. And on your feet 
wear spangled mesh evening slippers. 
For the various sports wear a riding habit of black 
melton coat and beige Kentucky jods (bell-bottom 
jodphurs) ; a skating dress of jersey or flannel, shirred 
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A perky peplum 
adds zip to a mili-
taristically smart 
fitted suit. 
top, or bloomers and dress in one piece worn with an 
elastic gold metal belt; when you go skiing, a white 
wool blanket cloth coat bordered in dark green broad-
cloth, appears short and fitted. 
Sail y suggests that more than ever this season the 
general silhouette bears careful consideration. The 
fashionable trend leads to a small tight waist, high 
bosom, rounder hips; hips are constantly in the lime-
light. Skirt fullness may come either in front or back. 
Dropping the ornate features of recent months, sleeves 
are simpler with the short-long effect still popular. A 
contrast to the favored full skirts are the sleek fitting 
new dinner dresses. The bustle of early fall pirouettes 
steadily along the style-way. Some of Molyneux's pet 
models have wasp-waisted full skirts. Mainbocher also 
turns backward to 1910 for formal clothes, proudly 
presenting wide shoulders, stiff lavish fabrics with 
bows and elegant detail. Strapless effects in evening 
gowns have remained important. 
Now a quick checkup on the unusual; never let it be 
said that you weren't warned. Stylists tell us that ap-
proaching seasons will see us wearing hats made of 
copper and stainless steel. Our feet will be shod in 
boots with buttons and lacings plus fur collars. Our 
skirts will be ankle-length for street and schoolwear 
with small waistlines, peplums and side drapes. 
But for the present more moderate whims lead Sally 
to be vivid with vital colors, feminine with princess 
style silhouettes, caved-in waists, high bosoms and 
circling skirts. Fasten your bracelets and necklaces to-
gether for a belt, around your waistline tie a scarf with 
pockets made in each end especially for you, or fasten 
gun metal ball buttons down your dress front. 
Concentrate on blouses and sweaters, wear wool 
jackets of bright colors over black, slip on knee high 
stockings, put on a sport hat (a pork-pie type obtain-
able in many and varied colors) and dash off to classes, 
appointments or just to meet the gang. Their approv-
ing glances put the final okay on your late-fall, earl y-
winter campus wardrobe. 
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Vern ice France disproves the food 
fallacies that limit your dietary habits 
G ULLIBLE, credulous, all-believing- American people are victims of extensive dietary rackets. 
Men and women, being consciously or subconsciously 
interested in prolonging their life spans, are danger-
ously susceptible to such remarks as, "Eat seaweed, 
sleep in the moonlight, walk sideways, and you'll live 
to be a hundred." 
Though it may mean disillusioning an individual 
about his favorite food myth, groundless fallacies must 
be undermined. Therefore in the heterogeneous mass 
of fads and follies where is the middle path on which 
we may tread sanely. 
Food fairy stories are traditional favorites, however; 
the individual who eats milk and fish together will 
supposedly never see the day end; but whoever heard 
actually of a fatality from this combination? World-
renowned chefs use milk sauces for their daintiest fish 
dishes. 
Orange juice and milk will not kill a baby. The fear 
of milk curdling in the stomach when scientifically 
thought out is foolish. Physiology teach~s us that milk 
curdles the moment it reaches the stomach as a result 
of its combination with the hydrochloric acid of 
stomach gastric juice. Without this activity normal 
digestion could not proceed. 
The reputation of the banana has been slandered 
bitterly and unfairly, for research shows us that it is 
an excellent source of energy. The meat of the banana 
can be tolerated safely by children with delicate diges-
tions when other forms of starch cannot. The true 
cause of trouble with bananas is that they are often 
eaten too green or too ripe. Eliminate that difficulty 
and the banana is an important food. 
Tomatoes suffer from gossip about being too acid, 
that they thin the blood and are generally undesirable. 
On the contrary, tomatoes are a useful food. If you 
don't like them raw, cook them. 
Some natural foods, such as bran, are supposed to be 
a panacea for all ills, but surprisingly bran is really not 
a food. It is the indigestible hull of cereal grains and 
is absolutely unfit for consumption in large amounts. 
A limited amount of roughage is fine for a strong di-
gestive tract, but can create havoc in a weak one. 
Meat is taboo for that type of individual called a 
vegetarian. Some are vegetarians from choice, others 
because it is too far to the nearest meat market. Man 
has not evolutionized sufficiently yet to be entirely re-
moved from carniverous longings. Meat is good for 
the human body, for it furnishes us much of our 
needed protein. Too much protein is too much pro-
tein, of course, but too high a percentage of the sub-
stance is never reached by the average meat eater. You 
can safely satisfy your appetite for meat-unless it is 
too expensive. 
There is another dietary racket based only on ap-
parent truth. Many long years ago in some far off place 
people grew bored with potatoes and decided rice was 
a splendid substitute. For many ages they blissfully 
served chicken with potatoes one day and chicken with 
rice another. Then it was discovered that the minerals 
in the two products were different, those of potatoes 
being alkaline, and those of rice acidic. Thus potatoes 
and chicken neutralized each other, but rice and 
chicken were both acids; immediately it was assumed 
that to eat them meant suicide. The rice industry 
suffered a decline because nature had made minerals 
chiefly acidic. To eat another vegetable or drink a 
glass of milk would have corrected the matter. Our 
digestive systems are quite able to resist safely a tem-
porary swing to acidity. 
There are a few people who think it is dangerous to 
eat meat and potatoes together, for one is a starch and 
the other a protein food. The digestion of the meat 
stops the digestion of the potatoes in the stomach, they 
reiterate. A novel theory, but the human body does 
not do all its digesting in its stomach. Beyond that 
organ are thirty feet of intes-
tine into which pour starch 
and protein digesting fluids 
that can work simultaneously. 
So one can eat beef steak and 
mashed potatoes together 
with an easy conscience. 
The part-truth of these un-
scientific assertions are more 
dangerous than never giving 
food a thought. 
Contrary to popula1· belief, modern 
canned goods, sealed or unsealed, 
will not spoil in your 1·efrigerator. 
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The American Nemesis 
jane Stallings helps piece 
together the menu-reading puzzle 
B LAME it on the French! Many an embarrassing incident has been caused by the complications of 
~enu cards. Many a resolution to look up food terms 
1s formed only to be forgotten until the next moment 
of confusion. 
Actually a menu is an arranged meal, not any list of 
food, as Americans usually think. The carte du jour· 
holds the list from which at random a meal . may be 
ordered a Ia ca1·te or item by item. Table d'hote is the 
American term for ordering an entire planned meal 
which usually proves to be the better way when a 
person inexperienced in French words is giving the 
order. 
Calling a waiter gan;on in America is a slip in 
courtesy. Since we do not speak of lunch as dejeuner 
or breakfast as petit dejeuner, it is not appropriate for 
us to call the waiter by his French title. 
With the fundamentals under control, imagine our 
being in a French hotel, just in time for diner, or 
dinner. Before the meal, hors d'oeuvres, appetizers, are 
served, then perhap, bisque, a thick, rich soup pre-
pared from fish or game, with croutons-small cubes of 
dry toast. A man may prefer a bowl of borsch, that 
famed Russian stock soup, usually served with thick, 
sour cream. R eally a meal in itself is the French 
pot au feu, a beef broth with vegetables. 
A souffle, whipped pudding which may be of any 
substance, is next brought on, or perhaps for variety 
angels on horseback, oysters wound with bacon, broiled 
and served on toast. 
The meat course contains that delicacy so popular in 
America, filet-mignon , a tender strip of boneless beef 
with sauce. Rouenaize is a brown sauce, a la reine de-
notes cream sauce and hollandaise, a heavy sauce of egg 
yolk, butter and lemon. Capon is a castrated cock, 
while poulet means plain chicken. The prefix blanc de 
indicates white meat. Fowl served a la king is minced 
in rich cream sauce with mushrooms, green pepper and 
pimiento, a sweet pepper not related to the spice 
pimento. 
Sweetbreads, the meat with the misleading name, are . 
the pancreas or thymus of a calf or lamb, usually 
served creamed, a la creme. Ravioli, which could be a 
course in itself, is a mixture of chopped meat, cheese 
and spinach cooked inside small pieces of noodle paste 
served with a highly-seasoned sauce. 
The vegetables we order may be prepared au beurre, 
buttered; puree, sieved; au gratin, with crumbs, or 
au fromage, with cheese. Foods served St. Germain are 
accompanied by peas, while those fritte are fried. A 
Louisiana dish may be cooked a la creole, that is, with 
tomatoes and onion, while the Orientals prepare 
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cabob, small pieces of seasoned meat roasted on a 
skewer. 
The French chefs come to the fore again in the 
preparation of salads. A substantial one is pate de fois 
gras, a paste of goose livers, served with endive and 
French dressing. Another consists of halved avocados, 
also called alligator pears, filled with the same dressing. 
With a heavy meal a glace or sherbet, would be a com-
fortable change for our bewildered tastes. 
Chefs often take greatest delight in preparing des-
serts. The French, with their love for whipped cream 
and preserved fruits, take the honors and, at the same 
time, give the poundage. Peche melba, a peach on ice 
cream with raspberry sirup, or mousse, a fluffy 
whipped ice cream, appeals to feminine eyes for color 
and daintiness. On the other hand, patisserie, a pastry, 
and crejJe suzette, sweet pancakes cooked at the table 
and served flaming, belong to a man by right of birth. 
Blanc-mange, a thickened, flavored milk dessert shaped 
in a mold, pate, a small French pie, and other French 
dainties, are often served a la mode, topped with ice 
cream. Beef a la mode, is pot-roast with herbs and 
chopped vegetables. 
Cafi nair, black coffee, concludes the hotel dinner. 
One final consolation-if a recognizable food term has 
(l caprice, a !'epicure, or something similar tacked on 
the end, ignore it. As one chef has said, "W'en you 
doan know w'at to poot-you poot dees!" 
Pronunciations 
petit dejeuner, peteet day-
zhuh-nay 
hors d' oeuvres, awr-duvr 
bisque, bisk 
croutons, croo-tons' 
borsch, bohrsh 
pot au feu, poh-toh-fuh 
souffle, soo-flay' 
filet-mignon, fee-lay meen-
yon' 
rouenazze, roo-en-aze 
hollandaise, ollan-daze 
capon, kay'-pon 
poulet, poo-lay· 
blanc de, blahn de 
pimiento, pee-myen·-toh 
a la creme, ah la crem 
ravioli, rah-vya·wlee 
au beurre, oh burr 
puree, pure-ay 
au gratin, oh grah-tan 
au fromage, oh froh-
mahzh 
St. Germain, san zherman 
fri tt e, freet 
a la creole, a la kray'ol 
cabob, kabob· 
patee de fois gras, pat-tay-
de £wah grah 
crepe suze tte, krep zoozet 
blanc-mange, blah-
mahnzh 
pate, pah-tay 
a la mode, a la mohd 
cafi nair, kah-fay nwahr 
avocado, av-oh-kah-doh 
glace, glas 
peche melba, pesh melba 
mousse, mooss 
patisserie, pah-tees-er-ee 
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WHAT ' s NEW IN 
Textiles and Clothing 
RESISTANCE to water, acid and alkali is one of the best features of the synthetic fiber, vinyon. It has 
been successfully made into filter fabrics, fish line, nets, 
warerproof clothing and fireproof awnings. 
-+c: 
Viscose process rayon and acetate rayon yarn have 
been combined to make an interesting "thick and 
thin" fabric. The acetate rayon takes the dye differ-
ently than the viscose and gives a cross-dyed effect. 
-+c: 
Interesting designs are being made with opaque 
lacquer. The paint is sprayed onto the material and 
it gives an all over pattern which looks quite similar 
to hand pfiinting. 
The synthetic fiber casenic lacks some of the char-
acteristics of wool but is 85 percent as strong. It is 
made into coatings, dress goods, sweaters and different 
articles of wearing apparel. 
-+c: 
One unique invention excludes all the need to worry 
about getting your hat wet in the rain, for it plans to 
have the hats impregnated with a plastic material 
which will enable them to keep their shape and make 
them waterproof. 
By running a strip of special thermoplastic fibers 
along a seam or a hemline and subjecting it to heat and 
pressure the fibers will soften and seal the seam or the 
raw edge. 
The temperamental sleeper can now regulate his bed 
to fit his mood. By a lever attached to the springs 
their tension can be controlled to make the bed the 
preferred softness. The springs on double beds have 
been divided and a lever is attached to each so that 
two sleepers can enjoy individual comfort. 
-+c: 
Ten million people walked on a rubber rug this 
summer at the New York World's Fair. Veltex, as the 
rug has been named because it is so soft and springy, 
is practically soundproof, restful to the tread and has 
exceptional wearing qualities.· 
-+c: 
Four o'clock fatigue can be chased away in a chair 
upholstered in velmo fabric. The material retards 
slumping in one's chair and therefore keeps the spinal 
column straight. 
Foods and N utririon 
P ERHAPS babies wouldn't recognize their orange juice without cod liver oil in it, but an emulsion of 
percomorph liver oil in milk is approximately twice as 
effective in preventing and healing rickets as the oil 
given in orange juice. 
Do not try to curb your appetite and if you are rav-
TO 
enously hungry do not be ashamed of it for an appetite 
is an important aid to digestion, causing the discharge 
of digestive fluids into the stomach. 
The number and kind of essential factors in Vitamin 
B probably have not all been found, but the three 
essentials of the ten known factors are thiamin, ribo-
flavin and nicotinic acid. 
Milk steps into the news and this time not because 
of its nutritional value, but because lactic acid is made 
into lacquers and shatter-proof glass for automobiles. 
Puerto Rico experimenters have developed a variety 
of sweet corn which is resistant to corn earworms. 
Do you like to eat chicken but dislike preparing it? 
A machine has been invented to pluck the feathers 
from fowl and simplifies the task of cleaning poultry 
to the degree that it is almost fun. 
Experimenters believe that fluorine in drinking 
water is one of the chief preventatives for tooth decay, 
and that in the future it may be added to all drinking 
water. 
Experiments in egg cook-
ery have brought about the 
development of a pure 
aluminum "egg shell" into 
which the egg is poured be-
fore hard cooking. The 
method eliminates any trace 
of the objectionable sulphur 
taste. 
Brazil nuts will soon be 
used more extensively as a 
result of a new process 
which "loosens the kernels 
within the shells and makes 
them come out more easily." 
-+c: 
It would be like a fairy 
tale to see pink potatoes, red 
potatoes, blue potatoes, rus-
set potatoes, yellow potatoes 
and white ones with blue 
eyes on the table, but they 
are really being developed 
by the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Agriculture. 
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Did you know that calcium is the element most fre-
quently lacking in the American diet? The deficiency 
has been identified as a cause of tetany, a convulsive 
disorder, and through experiments with animals, it has 
been pointed out that it is possibly related to brain 
hemorrhages in man. 
A deficiency of vitamin A in the experimental d iet 
of five persons caused night blindness and narrowed 
the field of their vision. It was shown by the tests that 
an active person weighing 132 pounds should have at 
least 3,600 international units of vitamin A daily. 
This amount can be easily supplied by a diet which is 
rich in dairy products, eggs and leafy and green 
vegetables. 
By applying extremely high pressure to meat and 
milk for a short time it is possible to preserve the meat 
for a month or longer. Overheating in sterilizing milk 
will decrease the amounts of vitamin B by 30 percent 
and the vitamin C by half. 
Liver has been found in a recent survey of meats 
to be the equivalent of many samples of dried yeast. 
Fresh liver, whether beef, veal or pork, is the richest 
source of riboflavin known. 
The amino acid glycine is one of the chief chemicals 
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which delays fatigue. When 
it is made into an unflavored 
gelatin and added to orange 
juice, physical strength is 
greatly enhanced. 
Have you ever wondered 
what is done with the bread 
that no one buys? A recent 
survey shows that 10 percent 
of all the bread that is made 
eventually comes back to 
the bakery where it is 
bundled for animal food or 
ground into crumbs for 
cooking uses. Culinary tricks 
include making it into mel-
ba toast, cookies, doughnuts 
and crumb cakes. 
Color of glassware is less dimmed 
by alkali in household cleaning 
preparations if a finely ground 
layer of pigmented glass is incor-
pomted in the glasswm·e itself. 
Household Equipment 
A TEA-MAKER guaranteed to produce perfect tea 
every time is constructed of glass and resembles in 
appearance the glass coffee maker. The tea-maker 
conforms to all of the requirements necessary for mak-
ing a good brew. Boiling water sprays over the leaves, 
the t ime of the infusion is automatically controlled to 
suit individual tastes, the tea is strained from the 
leaves and the serving pot is preheated. 
-+c 
Square-bottomed souffle cups are now available in 
nine different sizes with white or colored rims. The 
strong pleat construction and the square bottoms pre-
vent tipping or sagging. 
The most recent device for shredding cabbage by 
hand is claimed by the manufacturer to do its work 
four times as rapidly as before. The center blade of 
this three-blade stainless steel device has spring action 
which causes it to rebound and thus speed up the 
chopping action. 
The automatic coffee maker begins preparing its 
product as soon as it is plugged into the wall. When 
the water rises into the top bowl the electricity turns 
off automatically. After the coffee has returned to the 
lower bowl the curent switches on again to keep the 
coffee warm indefinitely. 
For the woman who can never find enough room 
for all of her beauty devices, the beauty cabinet with 
a definite place for each article will be a wonder. 
Installed in it are such electrical appliances as the 
iron, water heater, heating pad, hair curler and scale. 
They are wired in such a manner that when one is 
taken from its respective hook the current is auto-
matically turned on. One of the outstanding features 
of the cabinet is that it has but a single connection to 
an electrical outlet and when it is connected all of the 
appliances are in working order. 
-+c 
To install a popular fluorescent lamp it is no longer 
necessary to replace the complete auxiliary unit, for a 
replaceable switch and condenser unit has been made 
to simplify wiring and mounting the lamps. 
-+c 
Clothes pins with three prongs clamp onto the line 
tightly and are made of a plastic material which will 
not snag the sheerest clothes. 
-+c 
Have you seen the revolutionary round iron with 
stroking area almost twice the size of a normal iron? 
It has no points or edges and is designed especially 
for fiat work. 
-+c 
Glare-free electric lamps are said to be the most 
revolutionary improvement in the incandescent lamp 
since their appearance in 1924. The lamps are "light-
conditioned" and produce a soft, restful illumination 
by a new treatment which breaks up the harsh rays 
of the filament into "counter-diffusing" rays. 
II 
From /}anama to Paris _ 
C OOKERY is an art international. Americans are proud of their national dishes and foods, but 
likewise are other nationalities. Strange is the Ameri-
can dish to the Chinese; strange to the Chinese is the 
European dish. 
On a gustatory tour of foreign foods in their native 
habitats, Paris comes first, because France is noted the 
world over for its fine food, and gay Paree is the heart, 
or rather the stomach, of the country. It is here that 
world famous restaurants are located, some of them 
dating in origin to the French Revolution. Each cafe 
is renowned for a few unsurpassable dishes-many of 
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Ruth jensen has found delicious 
delicacies to tempt your appetite 
the recipes for these have come down from father to 
son in typical chef tradition. 
The French chefs are famous for their sauces, pas-
tries, meats and salads. They specialize in sour salads, 
which they claim go hand in glove with all meats. The 
most common ingredients used to make the savory and 
appetizing French sauces are the yolks of eggs (raw or 
cooked) , salt, pepper, mustard, vinegar, lemon juice, 
tomatoes, bouillon, shallots, anchovies, onions, garlic, 
carrots, olive oil, . orange rind, truffles, cream, mush-
rooms, pickles, wines, cayenne and numerous herbs. 
Wandering through the country-side and stopping 
at a peasant home for dinner, the likely dish would be 
pot-au-feu or meat-vegetable soup, and a puffy omelet. 
The French omelet can be likened unto American 
fried eggs-because both are so typical of their country. 
The famous Beef Eaters of the London Tower who 
wer~ supposed to be able to eat six to seven pounds of 
beef at one sitting, are examples of how the main 
population feels about meat. Britains are heavy meat 
and potato eaters, beef and lamb sharing top honors; 
but their menus also contain long lists of fish dishes. 
Periwinkles are a favorite; they look a little like 
small clams, and are a sort of shell fish. Curried prawns 
taste and appear like large shrimps. One of England's 
great specialties, found on nearly all menus, is white-
bait. This is not a distinct species of fish, but rather 
consists of the fry of herrings, smelts, sprats, rand-eels 
and weevers. Another English dish is steak and kidney 
pie, which may be served piping hot or sliced and 
served as a cold cut. 
On a German menu, Gonsweissauer appears, 
meaning cold goose in acidulate meat jelly_ Here's 
another long lame, Gonselchertruffle wurst-why, it's 
a goose liver sausage with ground up truffles, and costs 
a dollar a pound. Made of bear meat in an age when 
bruins are scarce, Barenwurst is another German 
sausage. Blau gesotten, a German favorite, means 
tender, juicy, skinned eels curled on a platter. 
The Orient might come next for more strange foods, 
but take a flying trip to Florence, Italy, since it is closer. 
Dining with the Prefect of Police, the table presents 
some strange sights. Vermicelli with anchovie paste, 
baked squash served with deep-fat fried squash blos-
soms, and black figs with thick cream and honey pro-
vide a unique repast for food connoisseurs. 
A swing to the west to the semi-tropics of the 
Americas brings a veritable heaven of fruits. Havana 
offers fresh pineapple juice at every meal, and Jamaica 
gives bread-fruit which, when baked, tastes like potato. 
The Panama Canal Zone offers to the visitor a wide 
variety that includes not only oranges, pineapples, 
grapefruit, lemons and limes, but the papaya, a fruit 
that looks like a melon and has orange meat, and the 
mangoe, that looks like a peach, has a heavy shiny skin 
outside and is mostly seed inside but has delicate taste. 
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Pat Garberson brings tales of 
midnight feasts in Old Main 
t&,: PREADS have been flourishing on the campus since 
() the first brave women came to college. They did 
not have to be invented-they were a result. Women in 
home economics courses spend all day mastering the 
arts of homemaking according to science. Occasionally 
they feel an urge to relax from recipes, take their 
imaginations into the kitchen and practice cookery 
with reference only to the dictates of their palates. 
There is a little history in this matter of midnight 
lunches. It is as old as the days when the first floor of 
old Main Hall was given over to the women. There 
were no stores on the campus then, and the only 
way to get the forbidden fruit into the dorm was 
to smuggle it. 
It's been told by an old alum, who hopes she isn't 
letting the cat out of the bag, that the men, who lived 
on second and third floors, lowered the food that only 
they had permission to go out to buy, into the women's 
windows. They even managed a pully to hoist oil 
stoves for extra-special occasions. Spreads in those days 
must have been well seasoned with excitement. 
A far cry from all this is the spread of today. Only a 
few years ago they reached a new high. A dormitory 
woman, who had a can of cold chili on her hands, 
plugged in her curling iron and carefully stirred the 
chili into a steam. 
All sorts of ingenious ideas are born in regard to 
eating. Brainstorms, however, do not always net the 
best results. A midnight snack must be healthful as 
well as appetizing. Students have to sleep on Saturday 
nights as well as on others. A little "spreaducation" is 
needed on the campus. 
To you whose mother sends a huge box of fried 
chicken, brownies, and a larder of supplies every other 
week-end, nothing need be said (except to hope that 
we'll be invited). Those who have families too busy 
or too far away must know how to make quick sand-
wiches, uncooked desserts, and "yummy" beverages. 
That old favorite menu, crackers, cheese, olives and 
a fruit that substitutes for a drink, can't be beaten for 
speed in preparation. There will be no left-overs if you 
serve raisin bread, spread with peanut butter, and 
toast it. 
If someone in the dorm has a waffle iron, there's no 
end to the variety of waffles you can make-chocolate 
browny, spice or bacon waffles. Cheeseburgers, sour 
pickles and hot cocoa hit the spot on a cold night. So 
does hot spiced grapejuice or cider and doughnuts. 
Plan something unusual! 
Eating at midnight is often the only time when the 
whole gang gets together; it is the time when women 
see each other with hair up and pretenses discarded. 
These occasions in college life are not to be neglected. 
Long live King Spread! 
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D ON'T forget Remembering (Little, Brown, $3 .00) 
when you want entertainment without effort. 
Nathalie Sedgwick Colby gives it to you in her con-
versational description of the crowded years of her 
own life. Simultaneously she gives a picture of Revo-
lutionary and Civil War New England with a woman's-
eye-view of official Washington life during Woodrow 
Wilson's last presidential term. 
You'll appreciate the national-domestic crisis which 
arises when Nibby, the Scotch terrier, eats up an 
official state department communication, and you'll 
sympathize with the New York girls, deep in prewar 
debuts. You'll think of Remembering as a modern 
Grandma's tale of exciting days "way back when." 
-+c L IKE a crystal gazer Jochim Joesten peers into the future with his story of Nazi influence in Denmark, 
which he symbolically entitles Rats in the Larder 
(Putnam's, $2.50). Graphically describing the fear, 
unrest and insecurity existing in peaceful little Den-
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mark, "the larder of Europe," the author predicts 
German occupation of the country at the first outbreak 
of war. The fact that war has actually been declared 
since the book has been published heightens its im-
portance in the current literature field. 
-+c A LOT has been said about the country doctor. Now Bellamy Partridge comes to the front with 
inside facts about the Country Lawyer (McGraw-Hill, 
$2.50) . Stuffed with human interest, it is the true-life 
story of the author's own father, who endured rebukes 
and rebuffs as a city lawyer starting practice in a small 
town, but ended up as the successful, respected, be-
loved country lawyer. 
The author describes his father by revealing law 
cases which he handled and which reflect his character 
and personality. Murder, divorce, arseny, theft, fights 
and wills-it's as full of action as a western thriller and 
packed with humor. Bellamy Partridge admires his 
father deeply and sees that the reader does, too, by 
irresistably presenting him in a lovable biography. 
-+c FOR the writers in our midst, there's Florence Finch Kelly's autobiography, Flowing Stream (Dutton, 
$3.75). The story of 56 years in newspaper environ-
ment, it's packed with assorted experiences from her 
eventful life as a prominent writer and book-reviewer 
for the New York Times. Written when the author 
was more than 75 years of age, Flowing Stream has a 
modern note which could have been sounded only 
by a mind in accord with our own generation. Besides 
recording the highlights of her 56 newspaper years, 
Florence Kelly tells the story of the amazing develop-
ment of our continent from covered wagon days to 
streamlined trains, and the part which the American 
woman played in our progress. 
-+c 
!&:' UGGESTING the cry of the harried man is 
IJ) Between the Devil (Dutton, $2.50) . The title isn't 
any false alarm. 
The Reverend Edward Burton is the man, the devil 
is the local prostitution and anti-labor forces tied up 
with prominent members of his congregation, and 
the deep blue sea is that unhandy thing, his conscience. 
Holtville, a kind of a backwash town where the 
scene is laid, has heard that it 's against the law to inter-
fere with the union organizers-but that 's where the 
deep blue sea flows in. Between the Devil is the con-
viction of the truth that the suffering working class 
has been wanting to say for years. Mr. Edmund says 
it for them in entertaining words. 
-+c C OMES love to David Huntsman, hero of Sigman Byrd's new novel, R edlander (Dutton, $2.50) . 
A regional story about Texas, it deals with David's life 
and loves and battles met and his progress from orphan 
to statesman. Basically a struggle between ordinary 
people and big interests, R edlander describes the stoic 
courage of the simple lowlanders in a manner that 
recalls Th e Good Earth, by Pearl Buck, to our mem-
ories. Sigman Byrd gives us a real-life story about 
plain people which we, being plain people ourselves, 
receive with a sympathetic heart. 
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tn the News 
FOODS and nutrition graduates go high on the 
record for this month with 84 percent placed from 
December, 1938, to August, 1939. If you want all of 
the figures, there were 56 graduates, 4 placements, 3 
marriages and 9 are still wanting work. 
Thirty-niners who have received positions in addi-
tion to those published in the last issue of the Home-
maker are: Ruth Dahlberg, with Meta Given, specialist 
in home economics, Chicago; Virginia Gorrie, dietetics 
training at the Jewish Hospital of Brooklyn, New 
York; Ruth Kunerth, Junket Folks, Little Falls, New 
York; Mrs. Mardell Tompkins, M.S. '39, research in 
nutrition, Michigan State College; Eloise Tschantz, 
administrative training in food service at Oklahoma 
Agriculture and Mechanical Arts College; Margaret 
Hall is also at the same school as administrative 
dietitian. 
Other foods graduates recently placed are: .June 
Boener, '37, dietitian at St . .John's Hospital, Red Wing, 
Minn. ; Bonnie Lawshe, '38, Bureau of Home Econom-
ics at Washington, D.C.; Clara Pell, '38, staff dietitian 
at Phipps Psychiatric Clinic, Baltimore, Md.; Mary 
Clenn Pullen, '38, in charge of dining car service and 
hostess for the Kansas City Southern Railway Co. be-
tween Houston, Texas, and Shreveport, La. 
Marian Chandler, '38, assistant dietitian Aetna Life 
Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn., doing half time cafe-
teria work and half time experimental cookery; Lillian 
E. Bank, Ex. '38, high school cafeteria, Canton, Ohio; 
Trandailer .Jones, Ex. '37, cafeteria manager and 
teacher of foods, Lincoln high school, Kansas City, 
Mo.; Elizabeth Nyholm, '30, foods and nutrition de-
partment, Iowa State Teachers College. 
Mary Alice Bolt, '33, dietitian, University Prepara-
tory and .Junior College, Tonkawa, Okla.; Mary Calli-
son, '38, dietitian, Mercy Hospital, Council Bluffs, 
Iowa; Nadine Berkey, '32, secretary to the State Ad-
ministrator of the NYA in Des Moines; Winifred 
Loomis, '38, children's dietitian, Riley Hospital, 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
More '39 graduates in other divisions placed in 
commercial foods work are: .Jane Currie, Commons, 
Iowa State Teachers College; Marjorie Hallam, Miss 
Albert's Cafeteria, Chicago; Alvina Iverson, cooking 
schools assistant, National Livestock and Meat Board, 
Chicago; Alice Moore, Purdue University; Dorothy 
Remsen, Ex. '39, Faculty Club, Ohio State University; 
Alice Waltenspiel, Y.W.C.A. Residence Hotel, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.; Edith Holt, M.S. '37, dietitian and in-
structor of institution management at Tennessee Poly-
technic Institute, Cookeville, Tenn. 
Six recent education positions have been reported: 
Sylvia Arends, M.S. '39, Latimer high school; Gilma 
Olson, '28, M.S. '39, Minn. U., Pennsylvania State Col-
lege; Mildred Barr Roberts, '29, instructor of home 
management at University of Tennessee; Margaret 
Sheridan, '39, textiles and clothing in Chicago Heights 
high school; Elnora Shivvers, '36, Buchanan, Mich., 
high school; Georgina Vaniman, '38, New Athens, Ill., 
high school. 
(Continued on page 20) 
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joan Neveln lauds kitchen kings 
of yesterday and today 
"T ELL me what you eat, and I'll tell you what you 
are" dared Brillot Savorin, who wrote Gastron-
omy as a Fine Art, in 1826, the first book ever written 
on cookery. One of his characteristic opinions was on 
the subject of cheese: "A last course at dinner lacking 
cheese is like a pretty woman with only one eye." 
Famous men as well as the great chefs enjoyed their 
own eccentricities of preparing and serving delicious 
dishes. Alexander Dumas, the novelist, had a well-
established reputation among his friends as a cook 
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of merit. He believed that to bring out all the essence 
and flavor of boullion required seven hours of gentle 
boiling; in one of his books he warned his readers to 
moisten a roast with nothing but butter. 
Great Frederick, a well-known chef of bygone paris, 
practiced the remarkable feat of carving a duck in 
mid-air for the amusement of his patrons. Careme, 
also of Paris, became the originator of pies because 
he enjoyed constructing complicated arrangements 
with pastry. 
To us, however, the present-day chefs hold more 
interest. These men who have indeed made cooking a 
science and an art are world-known. They are recog-
nized and respected by all who enjoy fine cooking. 
No list of chefs would be complete without the name 
of Oscar of the Waldorf, perhaps the most famous of 
them all. A Swiss emigrant, he came to this country 
to earn his living as a waiter. He quickly learned what 
dishes pleased the patrons and soon was asked to 
manage the cuisine of his employer's yacht. 
The guests, in turn, asked him to manage their 
parties. He advanced from this to Delmonico's, and 
from there to the Waldorf. His most noted prepara-
tion is named after him, Baked Ham Oscar. 
Henri's Restaurant in New York is named after its 
owner and chef, Henri Charpentier. His success lies 
not only in the excellence of his food but also in his 
originality and ability to meet any and all occasions. 
Henri's original restaurant, which had only two 
tables, was first visited by eight women. Although he 
rejoiced in the trade his heart sank when he thought 
of having only six soup bowls. Never daunted, he 
dropped some broken china, rushed in all apologies 
for the stupid accident and begged to serve the soup 
in cups. His clientele included Alfred Gywnne Van-
derbilt, who stopped in for onion soup before he left 
for France on the Lusitania, and "Diamond Jim" 
Brady, whose bill without wine was never less than $30. 
Pierre Berad, chef at the Drake Hotel in Chicago, 
believes that it is the duty of all people who serve food 
to be continually on the lookout for new foods and 
new combinations. He says this can be done by using 
real instead of artificial food flavoring and by skillful 
blending of food flavoring. 
Several chefs not only have had to cook for their 
guests but also · have taught their wives to cook. One 
of these, Hilare Krumnacker of the Stevens Hotel, now 
believes his wife to be the best cook living. Hans 
Letsch of the Hotel St. George in Brooklyn and Marcel 
Martin from the Brown Hotel, Louisville, Ky., both 
prefer the simpler cooking of their wives. 
During the World War Francois Moreau of the 
Lombardy, was chauffeur to both General Pershing 
and Marshall Foch. In addition he occasionally cooked 
for them, his favorite dish being Scallopine of Veal. 
Alfred Willes, head chef at Simpson's on the Strand 
in England, considers a British meal more satisfying 
than any other. Turtle soup, saddle of mutton, Scotch 
sirloin and game would constitute a perfect meal in 
his opinion. He does his cooking on a spit over an 
open fire and uses no spices for sauces. 
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As Tasted by an ((Ag" 
Parry Dodds brings food memos 
from his journey to the Near East 
D AWN of a frosty August morn finds us shivering 
under three blankets and a heavy quilt in a New 
Zealand hotel. It is late winter here in August and 
even a hotel with central heating is uncomfortably 
cold. 
A knock at the door-without further warning, a 
maid steps into the crisp room with steaming hot tea 
and cakes, sets them on a table in a distant corner and 
departs. Up I jump, pour out two cups of tea, grab a 
handful of cakes and cinnamon rolls and the Rotorua 
morning paper; set one cup, some cakes and the paper 
by my traveling companion and climb into bed to 
thaw out inside with my cup of scalding tea. 
Shortly, around eight o'clock, we hear the gong 
sound for breakfast-one consolation, the dining room 
is really heated. Dressed in appropriate August winter 
clothing we rush down "miles" of corridors (the hotel 
is built on but one level and covers the entire block) 
to the dining room. We lost our way twice the night 
before, but this time our noses find the way first try. 
The menu consists of compote of fruit (apple sauce); 
choice of cereals; fried fresh fish; ham and eggs, pork 
sausages and bacon; fillet steak or lamb chops; eggs: 
boiled, poached, fried or scrambled; toast, preserves 
and tea, coffee or cocoa. Coffee comes half with milk 
unless one explains to the waitress that he wants it 
black. Then she'll doubt his sanity. 
Toward noon, most of the guests gather by the fire 
in the front sitting room after a brisk walk to the six 
block business district or to the hot water baths. (Why 
couldn't they use all that hot water from the geysers 
to heat this building?) 
For lunch the waitress offers three choices of meat, 
or a sort of mulligan stew or meat pie. The meat is 
inevitably mutton, lamb or roast beef or roast pork, 
always cooked in the same way. For "Sweets" there is 
an English steamed brown pudding, or a custard and 
perhaps ice cream. 
To drink milk, the American must pour it out of 
the large cream pitcher. Although New Zealand is 
probably the greatest fine quality butter producing 
nation in the world, they consider milk a food for 
babies and don't have thick cream, so we learn to 
pour our milk out of the large pitcher in the middle 
of the table. 
Tea time is at four and we gather in the back lounge 
where the hotel manager and his wife entertain with 
tea and sandwiches. . 
Come dinner time, around quarter past seven, we 
sit down to a table decked with white linen table cloth 
and seven pieces of silverware; a soup spoon the size 
of a round table spoon and a long fish fork are the 
only utensils not quite like ours on the dining table 
of an American hotel. 
Clean, heavily starched napkins, called serviettes, 
are folded into peculiarly shaped hats between the 
table service. At the tip of the fish fork is one small 
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dry piece of bread, and at the tip of the meat knife is 
a tall goblet, unfilled. It will remain unfilled until 
we ask the waitress to fill it. Then if she sees we are 
Americans, she'll go out to the kitchen and get ice so 
that we can have ice water. New Zealanders consider 
tomato juice and ice water the great American 
beverages. 
At the center of the table is a bright vase of Iceland 
Poppies, the favorite wintertime flower. There is no 
bread or butter at the table and no indication of any 
forthcoming, so we ask the waitress for butter and 
more bread. She stifles a gasp at our audacity and con-
veys our wish to the head waiter and the cook and they 
contrive some way to satisfy our wishes with the least 
display of surprise. 
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W HEE! Here's news from abroad that will not change the map of Europe! Cheddar won by 
a nose in the great "Cheese Derby" staged in the 
British House of Commons last year, as exactly 1,414.5 
pounds of cheddar were eaten by the "M.P.'s." 
And speaking of England, did you know that Sir 
Francis Bacon discovered the basic idea of refrigeration 
in 1625 when he bought a chicken on his way to Lon-
don, dressed it and packed it in snow? 
But getting back to America at the Golden Gate 
Exposition, hot dog stands were installed in front of 
the foreign buildings, but representatives objected that 
it was an insult to their various national honors-
thereby insulting 130,000,000 Americans and their 
favorite dish! 
The Rural Electrification Administration of Iowa 
recently received an egg. shaped like an electric lamp. 
This was laid by a hen which had stared continuously 
at an electric light in a henhouse, which shows what 
you can do if you concentrate. 
Sandwiched in with other foreign news that's not 
in the war extras comes a report that a cheese-finding 
marathon may be listed among the epoch-making 
events in the 1940 Olympic games at Finland. Cheese 
detectives from many countries would be invited to 
follow their noses to the hiding places of fragrant 
chunks of cheese, where they will identify them by 
the olfactory cues. 
Each year Princeton University drinks a toast to 
milk because in the past three years the seniors have 
voted it their most popular beverage in a pre-gradua-
tion poll. 
Watch your appetites when listening to news flashes, 
speeches or reading the newspaper at dinner time! A 
recent psychological experiment may lead propa-
gandists to a still more appetizing means of putting 
across their news. Dr. G. H. S. Razran of Columbia 
University claims that such slogans as 'Roosevelt will 
be elected," or "Socialism is desirable," to be just as 
effective in making your mouth water as the smell of 
a good beefsteak or the sound of the dinner bell. If 
such slogans are repeatedly heard or seen at dinner 
time, you will become "conditioned" to them, in the 
terms of the psychologist. 
The publication grapevine (unofficial) has it that 
the advertising staffs of the meat packers are getting 
fed up with the dairy industries' promotion of milk 
from "contented cows" and are threatening to market 
sausages from "pigs that died happily." Only a rumor, 
of course. -Dorothy Ann Roost 
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The frozen food industry is 
fast becoming important to 
every home1 says Marjorie Thomas 
"A CHICKEN in every pot, a car in every garage 
and frozen food on every table." It's easy to see 
that election candidates in the future are going to have 
a job on their hands. 
The preservation of foods by freezing, still consid-
ered a "baby" industry, is already giving the canners 
competition. R efrigerator locker plants are serving ap-
proximately 75,000 families in Iowa alone. T here re-
mains little doubt but that the time is not too distant 
when more frozen foods will be used than canned 
products. 
The "quick" freezing of fruits and vegetables com-
mercially is no more difficult than canning. It requires 
modern machinery and careful selection of varieties 
and methods of growing them. T he Iowa State College 
Horticulture Department is working on the develop-
ment of varieties particularly suited for freezing. Ex-
perimenting is also being done with vegetables and 
fruits which have not proven generally adapted to 
freezing, such as lettuce, cucumbers, tomatoes, cabbage, 
radishes and melons. 
One can now purchase six different kinds of frozen 
soups-they come in blocks about eight inches long. 
If it's a delicious dessert that you're looking for, there 
is frozen fruit puree, sliced and served with whipped 
cream. 
Experiments are being carried on to improve stor-
age rooms, too, by increasing relative humidity. One 
of the latest developments gives an effect like a per-
petual snow storm-the continual formation of crystals 
which vaporize easily and maintain the humidity close 
to saturation. 
In freezing preservation the product remains essen-
tially fresh. R efrigeration should keep the flavor and 
texture unchanged. Ascorbic acid and the vitamins, 
especially A and C, remain practically unchanged . 
Freezing will not make a good product out of a 
spoiled strawberry, however. Great care must be exer-
cised in the selection of high quality products at just 
the correct maturity to be packed and frozen at o nce. 
One western company has a field department that 
selects the ground for their peas, supervises the prep-
aration of the soil, the planting and the harvesting. 
A tenderometer automatically tells the degree of 
tenderness of a food product. When the peas are at 
just the right stage, they are harvested and within 25 
minutes have been washed, blanched, sorted, frozen, 
packaged and placed in a cold storage room. 
T here is some disagreement as to the best tempera-
ture for "quick" freezing. Various researches indicate 
that 0° F. or a little lower is satisfactory for fruits and 
vegetables. Temperature should not fluctuate in the 
storage room. Crystals within the cells will grow until 
the walls rupture and the product cannot return to 
its original condition upon thawing. 
Frozen foods are still a little more expensive than 
canned or fresh goods. However, there is no waste, no 
preparation-certainly worth something in the life of 
a· homemaker! 
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W HAT have we here? Miles Standish, Priscilla 
and a pair of Quakers, keeping company with 
a lovely Dresden dancing lady and a small, brown post-
man. But these unique people do not have to be fed, 
even though their mistress is Mabel Anderson, man-
ager of the Memorial Union food service, for they are 
only a few of her large doll collection. 
Probably the first of Miss Anderson's collections was 
a teacher's lifetime certificate from the University of 
Minnesota where she majored in institution manage-
ment. After a position as matron of the dining room 
at West Central School of Agriculture in Minnesota 
and then as one of the food managers of the Eat Shop 
Cafeteria System at St. Paul and Minneapolis, Miss 
Anderson came to Ames in 1925 to the Maples Tea 
Room, which is now Music Hall. 
The old Y.M.C.A. cafeteria was also under harman-
agement in 1928. At the time the Memorial Union 
was built, the Maples was discontinued and Miss 
Anderson came to the Union. 
The food service then consisted only of a cafeteria, 
Oak Room and grill service. On the first day, 230 
people were served. September 28, exactly ten years 
later, the number had grown to 3,054. Last Veishea 
brought the peak load of all time when over 8,000 
orders were filled. The credit for the beginning and 
growth of the fine Union service can be attributed to 
Miss Anderson. 
"There's a keen satisfaction in feeling that you're 
a part of an organization which helps students get an 
education, and I like the college atmosphere too much 
to get into strictly commercial work," says Miss 
Anderson. So perhaps she will forget about her secret 
desire to own and manage a chain of tourist camps 
and will continue to "feed her flock." 
-Edith Wahrenbroch 
Alums---
(Continued from page r5) 
Katherine Bruntlett, Duluth, Minn.; Helen Clark, 
Public Service Co. of Northern Illinois, Maywood; 
and Joy Olson with the Interstate Power Co., Oelwein, 
are '39 graduates with public utility companies. Mabel 
Laurence, '35, is with the Public Service Co. of 
Northern Illinois, Chicago. Lucille Manchester, '36, 
nursery school, Neighborhood House, New Haven, 
Conn.; and Jacqueline Sparling, '39, Dell Nook of 
Learning in Des Moines. 
Changes and placements in extension work were re-
ported. Home demonstration agents are Clara Byan, 
'38, for Logan and Onawa; Luella Candon formerly 
with Howard and Chickasaw Counties, now with 
Dallas County; and Carol Syndergaard, '39, for Red-
wood County, Minn. Others in extension work are 
Bernice Hooper and J eanne Vern, both '39, who are 
with Iowa Extension Service as home demonstration 
agents, and Mrs. Helena Mahnke Hunt, '39, who is 
home adviser for Effingham County, Ill. 
Mrs. Dorothy Lee, '39, is with Farm Security Admin-
istration, Ottumwa; Marjorie Griffin, '37, formerly 
with Successful Farming in Des Moines is now writing 
the "Prudence Penny" column in the Detroit Times. 
-Grace Strohmeier 
November, I9J9 
To the 1500 
Home Economics 
Students-Faculty 
The HOMEMAKER advertisers display 
their merchandise in our magazine for our 
convenience. 
Our advertisers deserve our 
support. Buy from them . 
Index to Advertisers 
These advertisers are making it possible 
for you to read the Homemaker each month. 
You may show your appreciation by pat-
ronizing them. 
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CAMPUS 
FAVORITE! 
If some kind of a poll could 
be taken to determine the 
favorite juice drink among 
college men and women, we 
think Tomato Juice would 
win. College studen ts every-
where tell us that "J ack 
Sprat" is their favorite brand 
of tomato juice. 
Jack 
Sprat 
~~FINE 
FOODS" 
Over 300 
Varieties 
Somebody's Come to 
Our Store ... 
A Brand New 
(Little Shoe Shop' 
That's a Boon to Co-Eds! Featuring 
HV assar Debs" $4 Pair 
Youthful shoe styles for debs, sub-debs, juniors and 
young matrons . . . designed for every occasion 
from morning through night. 
"Vassar Debs" in at least forty fall styles . . . just 
the colors and materials you like best . . . your 
same assurance of quality and satisfaction . . . fitted 
by experts. 
Come in today . . . you'll find our newest addition 
on the Second Floor, East building, right alongside 
the elevators. Get into Vassar Debs today 
you'll love 'em. 
Some Styles at $4.50 Pair 
- Little Shoe Shop: Second Floor; East. 
YOU.NKERS 
